Create a partnership with InfoGenesis
we have a solution to match your vision
At the heart of hospitality
Operating from its head office in North
Sydney (Australia) since 1995,
InfoGenesis is Australia’s premier
provider of point of sale and hospitality
management solutions for the hospitality
and food service industry.
Combining flexible and comprehensive
software and the most advanced
technology available, we have provided
POS solutions to some of the most
successful companies within the
hospitality industry.
At InfoGenesis we are defining the
future of hospitality by helping you
understand your guests’ preferences,
tailor service to their unique needs
and maximize your revenue per
customer.
Our solutions include point of sale,
inventory control, membership,
promotions and loyalty management,
self-service and analytics for leading
hotels, resorts, casinos, clubs, theme
parks, stadiums, restaurants and
managed food service operations.
With over 3500 POS terminals installed in
hundreds of venues across Australia our
clients include iconic hospitality venues
such as Hyatt Hotels, Merivale Group,
Village Roadshow Theme Parks, the MCG
and ANZ Stadiums, as well as a host of
premier golf and registered clubs.

If you don’t have the information you
need to make critical decisions now, how
can you be effective tomorrow? If you
require up-to-the-minute sales and cost
information across your operation,
InfoGenesis has a range of reliable,
feature rich applications that can have a
dramatic effect on your business.
Imagine the POSsibilities…
Unmatched up-time and advanced offline capabilities guarantee success
instead of chaos when you need your
system to perform at its best.
As integration experts, InfoGenesis gives
you the complete solution you need to
reach your business potential. Our open
system platform allows a seamless
gateway to other applications, providing
you with the power of total system
integration.
On Premise or in the Cloud
InfoGenesis has been providing centrally
managed, enterprise wide solutions for
multi-site operations for over a decade.
We offer a locally based hosted model
pathing the way for multi or single site
venues to enjoy the benefits of a
managed service model with minimal
upfront investment in technology and
skilled resources.

Your Solution Starts here:
InfoGenesis have the products, skills and
resources to implement a successful
technology solution which enables you to
reach your full business potential.


InfoGenesis POS is an award
winning POS solution, designed to
meet the demands of your
hospitality service environment.
InfoGenesis POS gives your
frontline staff exactly what they
need to provide exceptional guest
experiences across your entire
organisation.



InfoGenesis Eatec Solutions
is a purpose ready, integrated,
feature-rich inventory application
which has been designed to meet
the needs of hospitality and food
service operators, simplify stock
management and help you get
inventory costs under control.



Virtual Manager is a complete
membership and customer
relationship management
application that provides you with
powerful business tools that allow
you to understand where your
revenue is coming from, reward
customers seamlessly through a
host of loyalty and promotional
functions and promote your
business through target
marketing.



InfoGenesis Integration
Services complete your module
selection. Whether it’s BI tools,
Gaming, Accounting, e-wallet or
online house accounts, even golf
ball dispensers, it’s likely we’ve
already developed a solution. If
not we have the expertise to
provide you with integrations
which will take your solution to
the next level.



Our professional hospitality IT
services team offer a range of
services to complement your point
of sale systems. Whether its
dedicated 24/7 customer support,
on-site training, audit or technical
assistance, through to customised
report and script development, we
have a dedicated hospitality
experienced IT professional
available to assist you.

That InfoGenesis is widely regarded
as Australia’s premier provider of
hospitality point of sale solutions, is
not by chance. When you choose to
partner with us we become part of
your team and focus on providing
you with the best return on your
investment.
Want to know more:
Visit: www.infogenesis.com.au
Or call +61 2 9922 0800

